Diagram Narrative

1. This loop describes the current data share process between LEAs and CALPADS.

2. This limited data share will only include course data elements necessary to meet the business need. May be expanded to include school information. The data share is expected to occur in a Snowflake to Snowflake data share with column level security restrictions. Non-PII only.

3. A comparison of each "a-g" course to the Course Management Portal (CMP) data will be performed by CCGI and the results returned to CDE.

4. A report will be shared with LEAs describing the results of matching the CRSE data originally submitted with CMP course data.
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1. This loop describes the current data share process between LEAs and CALPADS.

2. The LEA will submit a list of SSIDs of all students who have not opted out of the data share.

3. The SSIDs will be looked up in the most recent SENR and SINF data in CALPADS. This limited data share will only include student data elements necessary to register the student in CaliforniaColleges.edu (name, local ID, DOB, gender, ethnicity). The data share is expected to occur in a Snowflake to Snowflake data share with column level security restrictions.

4. Students will register their accounts on CaliforniaColleges.edu by matching against verified CALPADS data (SSID, local ID, DOB).

5. Students will be looked up in the CRSE files in CALPADS. This limited data share will only include course data necessary to populate the student's account in CaliforniaColleges.edu (course name, ID, subject area, year, school). The data share is expected to occur in a Snowflake to Snowflake data share with column level security restrictions.

6. Upon application submittal, and with student consent, course data and SSID from the student's account will be shared with statewide systems.

7. As needed, student account data will be shared with CDE. Possible examples of such data include applications submitted, college and career planning data, or completed activities.

8. CaliforniaColleges.edu includes real-time reporting for verified educators and administrators. This data is available to the LEA as students complete activities and applications on the platform.

9. A report will be shared with LEAs, as needed, describing student activity on the CaliforniaColleges.edu.
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